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BUYERS SEEKING AN EXIT IF GAME NOT PLAYED
  ViacomCBS’s CBS is seeking around $5.5 million for 
30-second commercial spots in next year’s Super Bowl, 
roughly in line with commercial prices in the 2020 game, 
people close to the talks tell The Wall Street Journal.
  CBS is also requiring advertisers in the Super Bowl telecast 
to appear in the game’s online stream, at an additional cost 
of roughly $200,000, a person familiar with the matter said.
  Ad buyers are asking for a way out of their Super Bowl 
commitments, however, if the coronavirus forces the 
National Football League to halt the coming season or 
otherwise not play its championship game, the 
people close to the talks said.
  That is partly because the Super Bowl is so 
much bigger than anything else on TV, and 
commands so much more attention, that it 
would be hard for a TV network to make good 
on the lost ratings points for advertisers if the 
game wasn’t played.
  “There’s no plan B for Super Bowl,” said 
Tom McGovern, president of Optimum Sports, a sports 
marketing group at Omnicom Group Inc.
  Every year, brands spend millions of dollars producing 
commercials and buying ad time for the Super Bowl, one of 
the few remaining places to reach a mass audience.
  The 2020 game in February drew 102 million viewers on 
the Fox network as well as digital platforms and its Spanish-
language channel. Fox’s Super Bowl ad revenue totaled 
$525.4 million, according to Kantar.
  Ad prices typically rise every year. In February, 30-second 
Super Bowl commercials on Fox went for as much as $5.6 
million, including ad placement on both the TV and digital 
screen.
  CBS’s decision not to seek a more significant price hike 
fits market trends this year, which remains marked by 
uncertainty caused by the coronavirus pandemic, ad buyers 
said. The sticker price for Super Bowl ads is just a starting 
point, and many advertisers pay less depending on the 
amount of time they want to buy and their historic spending 
in the game.
  ViacomCBS has told buyers they’ll be able to get their 
money back if the game is canceled, the newspaper 
reports. Some ad buyers have asked for contracts with 
clauses around contingencies, but most agreements have 
reportedly been verbal.
  Marketers concerned about the uncertainty surrounding 
the economy and the fall football season may hold back on 
making a Super Bowl commitment until closer to the game, 
ad buyers said.
  “I’d be cautiously considering any Super Bowl investment 
with the uncertainty of sports and the marketplace,” said 
Carrie Drinkwater, executive director of investment at ad-
buying firm Mediahub, part of Interpublic Group of Cos. 
“To commit that amount of money to something that is an 
unknown seems at this time fiscally irresponsible.”

WSJ: $5.5 MILLION FOR 30-SECOND SUPER BOWL SPOT
ADVERTISER NEWS
  The coronavirus pandemic is upending the way U.S. 
consumers shop and the holidays will be no exception 
as major retailers and shippers roll out their earliest-ever 
shopping season. Target, Best Buy and Kohl’s have 
moved winter holiday promotions up to as early as October. 
They also joined rival Walmart in announcing store closures 
on Thanksgiving and plans to bypass the midnight Black 
Friday door-buster sales that traditionally mark the start of 
the holiday season but are incompatible with the pandemic’s 
social distancing recommendations... DoorDash customers 

of Hy-Vee, Meijer, Smart & Final and other 
grocery retailers will soon be able to place 
orders for same-day delivery to their homes. 
The delivery service plans to roll out the service 
nationwide with initial markets in California 
and the Midwest. The same “Dashers” used to 
make restaurant deliveries will also be handling 
those placed at grocery stores... A total of 44 
retailers have already filed for bankruptcy this 

year and many others are expected to follow as the first 
wave of coronavirus pandemic persists with few signs it will 
go away before the expected send wave in the late fall and 
early winter months. “The pipeline is as full as it has been 
all year,” said Bradley Snyder, an executive managing 
director at Tiger Capital Group, a liquidation management 
firm. “The challenge is making sure we can actually close 
stores in a window that is open,” he added... TJX Cos, the 
parent company of Marshalls, T.J. Maxx and other discount 
retail chains, expects declines of 10% to 20% in the current 
quarter as the novel coronavirus virus continues to impact 
store operations and the willingness of consumers to shops 
its racks and shelves for deals. The company, which has 
eschewed digital sales, has been at a disadvantage reaching 
consumers who only have the option of shopping in its chain’s 
stores... Ross Stores, which operates the Ross Dress for 
Less and DD’s Discounts chains, reported that same-
store sales were down 12% in Q2 compared to the same 
period in 2019. The company reported that sales were above 
expectations as it began reopening locations in May but that 
inventory has been depleted and it is in the process of trying 
to sort the situation out... Lord & Taylor is closing 24 of its 38 
stores across the U.S. and beginning going out of business 
sales at those locations. The department store retailer, which 
struggled prior to the coronavirus pandemic, has been hard 
hit as the outbreak forced store closures and online sales 
were not enough to offset the losses in traffic... Amazon 
has announced that it will open 11 facilities in the Phoenix 
metropolitan area and create 3,000 jobs there by year’s end. 
Over 1,000 jobs will be at the planned 855,000-square-foot 
Goodyear fulfillment center, which will have humans and 
robots working side by side. Amazon plans to open 10 new 
sites across metro Phoenix, including six “delivery stations,” 
which will utilize a third party to deliver packages, groceries 
and restaurant orders as part of Amazon’s “Last Mile” drive.
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NATHANSON: AVOD STILL HAS ROOM TO GROW
  While the growth of subscription streaming video services 
led by Netflix has dominated home entertainment headlines 
over the years, growth of ad-supported VOD platforms still 
remains a lurking presence, according to analyst Michael 
Nathanson with MoffettNathanson in New York.
  Speaking last week on the DEG: The Digital Entertainment 
Group Mid-Year 2020 Digital Media Entertainment Report 
webcast, Nathanson said during the first three months of 
the coronavirus pandemic streaming video consumption 
in the U.S. increased 86% from the previous-year period 

— driven by Netflix with 32% market 
share. Nathanson said that among the 
28% of streaming services other than 
competitors Amazon Prime Video and 
Disney+, ad-supported VOD is gaining 
the most traction among consumers.
  Major AVOD services include 
ViacomCBS’s Pluto TV, Disney’s Hulu, 
Fox Corp.’s Tubi, The Roku Channel, 
Redbox TV, IMDb TV, Peacock and 
Shout! TV, among others.
  “That 28% of streaming minutes is 

where we think the streaming wars are actually happening,” 
Nathanson said. Calling the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic 
a “once-in-a-lifetime” moment for SVOD, underscored by 
Netflix adding as many new subscribers in the first half of the 
year than it did in 2019, Nathanson said AVOD represents a 
cost-efficient alternative.
  Nathanson projects a quadrupling of revenue for AVOD over 
the next four years as traditional linear pay-TV  consumption 
falls and content holders look for alternative distribution 
channels outside of SVOD. The analyst believes AVOD and 
other forms of digital distribution will account for 75% of all ad 
spending by 2024.

SURVEY: U.S. READY TO RETURN TO THE MOVIES
  Moviegoers are more eager to return to theaters than they 
were back in May, according to a new Return to Moviegoing 
survey from ticketing service Atom Tickets.
  Nearly three-quarters (74%) of consumers said they were 
ready to return to theaters within one month and 40% said 
they are ready to return to theaters immediately, up from 59% 
and 25% respectively, in a May survey. On the flipside, only 
0.8% said they never plan to return to theaters and 15% said 
they would wait until there is a vaccine for the coronavirus, 
down from 21% in May.
  The August survey received more than 16,000 U.S. digital 
moviegoer responses, according to Atom.
  When asked to identify the most important safety measure 
to make them feel confident about going back to a movie 
theater, having spaced seating in the theater auditorium 
remained the most critical safety feature, with 34% saying 
this was a key condition.
  The next most critical safety measure noted by moviegoers 
was staff and guests wearing masks at 30%, more than 
doubling in importance from Atom’s May survey (14%) 
and rising in importance over heightened theater cleaning 
procedures at 13% (down from 21% in May). Of note, 85% of 
August moviegoers surveyed said that they plan on wearing 
a mask even if it is not required by the theater or local 
government.

DNC FOURTH NIGHT: 8% VIEWER GAINS TO 24.9M
  On the final night of its four-night event on Thursday, the 
Democratic National Convention witnessed another 
uptick in TV viewing of 8% to 24.6 million viewers versus 
Wednesday.
  Twelve networks aired the 90-minute (10 PM to 11:30 PM 
ET) virtual TV show, where former Vice President Joe Biden 
accepted the Democratic nomination to run as its party’s 
presidential candidate. This was down 17% from the same 
night four years ago, when Hillary Clinton accepted the 
Democratic nomination to run for President.
  For this year’s entire four-day event, 
MSNBC was the top network with a 
Nielsen-measured 4.8 million, looking 
at its average-minute-live program-plus-
same day viewing metric, followed by 
CNN with 4.1 million, Fox News Channel 
at 3.5 million; ABC News with 2.6 million; 
and CBS News at 2 million.
  MSNBC says this was its most-viewed 
week in primetime since its launch in 
1996.
  Vizio’s Inscape data division, which 
surveys 15 million smart TV U.S. households, shows other 
data. Of those TV sets tuned to the DNC, CNN had a 12.2% 
“share” of audience, while NBC came in at 11%, followed 
by MSNBC with 9.2%; Fox News Channel, 8%; CBS, 8%; 
and C-SPAN, 2.5%. Vizio says 24% of all U.S. TV sets were 
tuned to the DNC primetime show.
  The DNC averaged 21.6 million viewers over the four nights, 
which was down 18% from 26.2 million viewers in 2016.

EXISTING-HOME SALES UP NEARLY 25% IN JULY
  Home sales surged in July, signaling how much the 
pandemic is reshaping where and how Americans want to 
live during this period of social distancing and working from 
home.
  Home buyers who were reluctant to venture out in March 
and April when much of the U.S. was under lockdown 
have returned in force since late spring. With the effects 
of coronavirus showing little signs of abating, many home 
shoppers have new priorities for a place to live, or are 
accelerating existing plans.
  Buyers are ready to move farther from cities, now that 
many workers aren’t commuting every day. The pandemic 
has spurred some households to live closer to family, or 
somewhere that offers more space with so much time spent 
at home, brokers and economists say.
  The July sales numbers were among the strongest the 
housing market has ever seen. Sales of previously owned 
homes jumped 24.7% from a month earlier to a seasonally 
adjusted annual rate of 5.86 million, according to the 
National Association of Realtors. That was the strongest 
monthly gain ever recorded, going back to 1968. It was also 
the highest sales pace since December 2006.
  Mortgage rates that hovered near all-time lows helped the 
housing market break out of a long slump heading into 2020. 
Now, after a sharp decline in the early spring due to the 
coronavirus outbreak, pent-up demand is pushing the market 
even higher. Homes typically go under contract a month or 
two before closing, so July figures largely reflect purchase 
decisions made in May or June.
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STUDY: MOBILE AD SPEND CLIMBS 71% IN Q2
  The post-pandemic economic outlook for the U.S. 
remains a matter of conjecture, but one area showing 
strong signs of recovery is mobile ad spending — which 
is “skyrocketing,” according to the PubMatic Quarterly 
Mobile Index (QMI) Q2 2020, a study of global marketing 
trends.
  “Q2 mobile spend soared 71% over last year, with 
the Asia-Pacific region notching huge gains over last 
quarter due to a faster recovery,” the report says. “Mobile 
video comes roaring back. At the start of the COVID-19 

pandemic, mobile video was hit hard. 
But in Q2, mobile video ad spend made 
a comeback, rising 116% over pre-
pandemic levels.”
  The recovery has been especially 
strong in the Western hemisphere and 
is outpacing that of desktop advertising, 
Mobile Marketer said.
  “While mobile advertising fell after the 
outset of the coronavirus pandemic in 
March, it recovered more quickly than 
desktop advertising, which grew by 2% 

between Feb. 26 and June 24 on private marketplaces 
(PMPs),” he writes. “In-app ad spend soared 391% during 
the period, outpacing the strong 52% gain for the mobile 
web.”
  PubMatic says its findings are based in its monthly 
analysis of 15 trillion advertiser bids worldwide, and found 
a general trend upwards, albeit with regional differences.
  Compared to Q2 2019, the Americas showed the biggest 
gain, up 77% from the same period last year. Year-over-
year spending rose 61% in the Europe-Middle East-Africa 
(EMEA) and 62% in the Asia-Pacific (APAC) regions.

ACCOUNT ACTION
  Kraft Heinz is keeping its U.S. media business at Publicis 
Groupe, led by longtime agency partner Starcom, Ad Age 
reports. Kraft Heinz and Starcom have worked together 
for 20 years. Kraft Heinz decided to explore opportunities 
for its global media planning and buying operations as its 
contract with Starcom was set to expire this year, a Kraft 
Heinz spokeswoman said in March. Publicis is keeping 
the Kraft Heinz business in the U.S., which accounts for 
about 85% of the more than $700 million global billings, 
per COMvergence data. The review was conducted 
during the pandemic, when Kraft Heinz has been standing 
out thanks to packaged foods such as Heinz ketchup and 
Kraft macaroni & cheese. Kraft is the 64th largest U.S. 
advertiser according to the Ad Age Datacenter, with total 
U.S. ad spending of $782 million in 2019.
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SMI: ADVERTISING FALLS, BUT PACE IS EASING
  U.S. advertising volume fell 13.9% in July compared with 
a year ago, but the drop marked the lowest rate of erosion 
since the onset of economic chaos this spring caused by 
the COVID-19 pandemic.
  That’s according to the U.S. Ad Market Tracker, which is 
a collaboration of MediaPost and Standard Media Index.
  Volume was down 17% in June, 31% in May, 35% in April 
and 11% in March, which was the first month of this year to 
enter an advertising recession.
  “The July data is yet another positive indicator that the 
U.S. ad recession is indeed bottoming out 
as many predicted in the third quarter,” 
MediaPost says. “It also follows the 
release of U.S. economic data showing 
that ad spending is proving more resilient 
than the decline in the national economy.”
  A MediaPost analysis SMI’s data 
determined that the U.S. ad industry 
contracted 14.4% in the first half of 
this year compared to gross domestic 
product, which declined 19%.
  It appears that large U.S. advertisers 
and digital media are the stabilizing forces behind the 
resilience, MediaPost says, noting that digital media ad 
spending actually grew in July. The index says it was up 
3.6% compared with a year ago.
  National TV, meanwhile, plunged 30.7% vs. a year ago.
  The index also reveals that the top 10 advertising categories 
fell 9.9% vs. a year ago, while categories 11+ were down 
22.9% vs. 2019.

TRUMP CAMPAIGN, RNC SPEND $1B+ SINCE 2017
  President Trump’s re-election campaign and the 
Republican National Committee (RNC) have spent more 
than $1 billion combined since the beginning of 2017, 
according to Federal Election Commission (FEC) filings, 
The Hill reports. 
  Most of that spending — nearly $625 million — was spent 
since the beginning of the 2020 election cycle in 2019. 
By comparison, at this point in the 2012 election cycle, 
former President Obama’s campaign and the Democratic 
National Committee (DNC) had spent about $481 million.
  Since the beginning of 2019, the president’s political 
operation — consisting of his campaign, the RNC and two 
affiliated committees — has raked in more than $1 billion.
  In July alone, the RNC, the Trump campaign and its affiliated 
committees reported raising just shy of $170 million, FEC 
filings show. They ended the month with a combined $305 
million in cash reserves.
  For both the Trump campaign and the RNC, July was 
the best single month for fundraising since Trump took 
office. It was also their highest-spending month. The Trump 
campaign alone dropped nearly $65 million in July, while 
the RNC spent nearly $46 million.
  Democrats have begun closing their once-yawning cash 
gap with Trump and the GOP. Former Vice President Joe 
Biden’s campaign and the DNC lagged behind Trump and 
the RNC in fundraising last month — they raised about $140 
million combined — though they added about $50 million to 
their cash reserves, reporting a combined $294 million in 
cash on hand.
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